Comparatives and Superlatives

Directions: Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the adjective. Some blanks will need two words to form the comparative or superlative. Use adjectives from the box at the top of the page.

Adjectives

fast    faster    fastest    furry    furriest    furrier    big    bigger
peaceful    comfortable    best    better    most    more

1. It's true that we live on a peaceful planet, but Omega is the ____________ planet of all.

2. We chose the ____________ critters to take with us on the ship.

3. Although our planet is big, this planet looked ____________ than ours.

4. Our space ship needs to be ____________ than the one that was used five years ago.

5. This trip will be our ____________ hope of saving our people and our culture.

6. My sister looked comfortable in her new clothes, but I think I felt ____________.